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Twist top-down - Remove more roots - Disturb less soil - Expose
less weed seeds - Sever less plant parts, roots and stems with
Surgical Precision: That's the magic of the unique Ergonica
Weed Twister

Removing Plug in Coils: The Tap and Drop Method

Tap Object: When working in moist soil, often a plug of dirt will accompany the roots in the coil after
lifting from the soil. A quick tap against a hard object will drop the plug of dirt, leaving the roots and
stems loosely engaged in the coil. The tapping object can be a nearby tree, rock, wagon, landscaping
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Learn with Me

Your Weed Twister will help you learn more about weeds, plant roots, soil conditions and how to
become independent from harmful herbicides. The efficiency of this tool will soon make dangerous
chemicals in the garden or farm obsolete. By using this tool, you will soon become an expert on the
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	In addition to the unique patented double coils featured in other Ergonica Weed Twister models, this tool includes a 1/2-inch drill bit and a special foam rubber Sleeve Grip on a 36-inch or 42-inch shaft.  The Sleeve Grip allows you to focus the direction of the twisting action with precision and ease, and gives you added leverage for pushing into the soil and lifting up the tool with roots and all for easy disposal. Entire unit weighs only 1 lb – 6-8 oz, making it possible to clear large areas with little fatigue.  The added weight of your drill can be balanced comfortably with the Sleeve Grip or with an optional horizontal grip that comes with many heavy-duty professional drills.  Taller people (5' 10" or more) may work more comfortably with the 42" model. Compared with weed augers and hoes, this unique tool quickly twists out more roots while disturbing less soil to better accommodate the needs of organic farming and sustainable garden practices.
	Your drill must have a 1/2-inch chuck for twisting the TurboTorx 36 or TurboTorx 42 Weed Twister.  To get the best results, drills with multi-speeds, variable clutch and reversible direction should be selected.  A variable clutch and hammer drill option will also help to protect your drill from overheating in tough soil.  To avoid damage to the TurboTorx tool (and your hands), set your clutch to a torque level no greater than 25 ft. lbs. (300 in. lbs.).  This is about half the maximum torque power provided by many industrial tools today. To be safe, set the clutch and speed to the lowest levels for testing.  Most large and deep roots, even in clay soil, can be quickly removed with this amount of torque power or less.  Professionals will want to have an extra battery that often comes with a heavy-duty drill kit such as the 1/2 inch cordless drill kits offered by Amazon.com.  Use the Amazon.com offerings as a guide for pricing when shopping at your local hardware store. More guidance on selecting the best drill for garden augers and twisters is provided at the Ergonica Weeder Features website.

